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Job Profile: Graphic designer & Illustrator

Company description

Sparkware is a new SW development center established in Romania providing SW 

development services to the online gaming entertainment companies. Sparkware develops

and manages principal aspects of online gaming elements, including software 

development of online platforms infrastructure, backend, back office tools, payment 

processing, CRM, risk management  and SW clients using various technologies such as 

Flash, .Net, C++,SQL DB, PHP, HTML#5 etc...

The office is located in Bucharest.

Domain Description 

The team is responsible for delivering large number of applications on Win, Mac and 

Mobile clients on monthly basis driven by updated requirements of localization or 

customization such as language, brands etc.

In addition to customizing clients the team is responsible to create new applications based 

on existing templates.

Position goals

Develops and design creative ideas, concepts and animation, while choosing the appropriate 

media and style (Photoshop, illustrator, Flash ...)

Needs Illustration capabilities: graphic components, icons, backgrounds, concept sketch, 

characters etc. 

– Responsible for both clients and Games design.

Principal Job tasks
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 Providing a full image library according to customers mockups for the 

products 
 Responsible on client image maintenance (modification of media to support 

brands and versions)
 Develop concept ideas for new games 
 Design and create new games according to template

Required skills

 At least 2-3 years’ experience as a game designer

 Experience with Photoshop , illustrator, Flash

  Illustration and animation skills 

 Knowledge in 3D SW (3DSMax) – Advantage

 Knowledge in Video editing (after FX) – Advantage

 Sound editing - Advantage

 English in a high level - Must

Required qualifications

 Excellent communication skills

 Team Player

 Good time management skills and the ability to prioritize

 Quick learner and Creative

 Organized and able to attend to details;

 Ability to handle multiple tasks

 Problem solving skills

 Ability to work under pressure


